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I Be With The First Nighters BS

H Every once and awhile a musical piece comes
H along that by leason of its distinctiveness cap- -

H tures general fancy in unusual degree . "Sari" is
H said to be such an offering. '

H Let it bo understood that "Sari" is genuine
H operetta. By that is meant that It is very much
H removed from musical comedy. While possess- -

H ing the attractiveness of musical comedy it has
B a great deal an ore, and is said to appeal much
H more widely than does that other foim of musical
H entertainment. "Sari" was written by Emmerich
H Kalman, with English book and lyrics by C. C. S.

j Cushing and E. P. Heath.
H The popularity of "Sari" music is very well
H understood, for it has been played everywhere
H since the first production of the piece in this
H country at the beginning of last season. The
H popular appeal of "Sari" is shown by the fre- -

H quently repeated assertion that there has been
H nothing to compare with it in point of popular
H favor since Henry W. Savage bi ought out "The
H Merry Widow."
H There is a well related and cleverely con--

H ceived story, having a great deal of spirited ac- -

H tion and a lavish amount of humor and merri- -

H ment, so that the music is really a brilliant me- -

H Iodic setting for a delicious comedy with an
H, abundance of gayety and laughter.
H The company in "Sari" is a specially selected
H' one. This operetta calls for acting as well as
H for singing and each member of the cast was
Hj chosen with a distinct view to the requirements
H of his or her role.
M

H ORPHEUM

H Thirty minutes would be sufficient time to
H get all the pleasure the Orpheum bill affords
B this week if the performances were so arranged
H'i that the good things were bunched.
H It is spring fever week on this part of the
M Beck circuit, and the lackadaisical way the bill
H is played is enough to put the livest audience in a

H torpor.
B More dancers, Sonia Baraban and Charles
M Grohs start things off with various modern
H dances that have been done much better by
H others on the circuit, though their dancing of the
M Barcarolle from "Tales Of Hoffman," and the

acrobatic finish to their act were both worth
H seeing.
H One of our leading headline artists announces

every Monday moining, "Orpheum Bill wins Ap- -

H plause." Well, the doity woik began when Gal- -

H Ion began to juggle. He calls his implements
H lunatic sticks, but why blame the sticks?
H Maria Lo and .Company in numerous repre- -

B sentations of famous porcelains have a beautiful
9 novelty in living pictures perfectly posed. "The
H Lamp" and "The Clock" are especially striking.
H That is not a pun.

Hi Max Laube specializes in some bird imita--

Hf tlons and foolishly tries to sing, and Charlie
H Evans well remembered from "Parlor Match"

BE days, and Helena Phillips have a funless farce
BB called "A Forgotten Combination" which is over- -

H done to the limit.
H Joe Howard and Mabel McCane with their
H songs and her costumes offer practically the only
M vaudeville of class on the program, though with
H their intelligence and understanding, it is a little
H surprising to have them open their performance
H with the mediocre comedy they pull. Their music

goes great, and they have been the one popular
feature on a bill otherwise sad.

Bonita, the little white mare of extraordinary
intelligence, furnishes considerable interest, pick-

ing colors, letters and numerals, and doing a
number of tricks without assistance.

CHAUNCEY OLCOTT

Chauncey Olcott and his company drawing
the crowds as of old, more's the wonder, played
"The Heart of Paddy Whack" at the theatre early
in the week. It is another of those Irish plays
with a theme familiar to Mr. Olcott's admirers
and under the direction of Henry Miller, the
scenic investiture is perfect. The lines contain
a sparkle or two, the play is too long and Mr.
Olcott's old fi lends leave the theatre in the hope
that he will retire before the memory of the
voice that once was his completely fades. How-
ever, he has splendid control of it, considering his
age, though it closely approaches the breaking
point at times. He is quite unusual in a way,
and the charm of his personality has not been
lessened with the years.

''OMAR, THE TENTMAKER"

To the man or woman who in youth, was en-

chanted by visions of people and things legend-
ary or leal in some imaginary mussela of old
Persia, while reading or after having read the
Rubaiyat of Omar of Naishapur, Richard Walton
Tully's play about "The Tentmaker," is start-
ling. In his story of Omar, he has portrayed
such situations in the poet's life as would never
occur to other than a highly imaginative student
of the philosopher and his time1, and has included
In his love tale not only the rosy radiance and
beauty of the mystic land, but to the last degree
its terrible cruelties and barbarism.

In consequence an air of depression Is over it
all, and while the ultimate thought Is a beautiful
one and each act contains something of loveli-
ness, or humor and the philosophy that have
made the Khayyam quatrains loved around the
world, there1 is a harsh brutality in much of this
play that destroys the impressions conjured in
our adolescence, some of which remain even after

one has passed the age of having an idea ho
would set the world on fire1.

As in "Kismet," together with such authors
as have written plays of that character, Mr. Tully
seems to have the predeliction of making his story
too long, and while the settings were of a beauty
seldom attempted and done with a detail most
praiseworthy, two of the acts could be curtailed
to the great advantage of the play itself and the
pleasure of the audience. The statement in the
progiam that the entire action takes place in
two centuries, seems very true at times.

Guy Bates Post made an excellent impression.
His voice and acting and conception of the dif- - .

flcult role imminently suiting him for the part.
His support is uniformly excellent. The scenic
beauty and costuming, the light effects and every-

thing pertaining thereto were of an order al-

ways to be expected in any of Mr. Tully's pro-

ductions.

PANTAGES

"The1 Love Insurance Agent" as exploited by
Wright and Davis is one of the funniest things
in vaudeville and the man of the two whichever
he may be, is a perfect scream. He headlines
the bill at the house which is the best seen
there for several weeks. C

Their's is red hot, new, crisp stuff, unlike
anything else in vaudeville. A real headliner
from start to finish. Then there are Pierce and
Roslyn, a dynamic pair of singers and chatterers
who work with their music under about one hun-

dred and eighty pounds of steam all the time.
Their offering is excellent in every particular
and goes with a vim seldom equaled.

The Misses Eve Kingsbury, Alice Newton,
Georgia Cross, Vera Cocking and Claire Kroman
rocal high school girls, start things off with some
classic dancing on the order of that of the girls
in Miss Hoffman's troupe seen here a few months
ago. There is nothing needed to make their work
highly successful except the dash and assurance
that will come with profesional practice. Their
work is a bit amateurish as yet, but that will
change as soon as they become more at home
on the stage.

Mr. and Mrs. Robyns have a sketch "One Hun- -


